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Chapter 971: "Making A Bet" 

The last enemy would be so strong that the big bosses might have to create a team consisting of elite 

leaders of each force to fight the last boss. 

The discussion on the group chat continued, and many people didn't believe the data they got, 

especially when it showed how good the morning shift city main gate's data was. 

[This must be a scam or something. That team isn't even overly powerful. Don't tell me a bunch of 

tamers can achieve this feat?] 

Some bosses deliberately targeted Ainsley's people, purely because of jealousy but mainly because they 

were keen on opposing Ainsley and her people. 

Not all people needed the inheritance stone that much, and it means not all forces would be friendly to 

Ainsley and the others. 

Just badmouthing them wouldn't lead to an internal dispute, so these people were all courageous. 

Some brazen ones even taunted Ainsley when they saw her at the public canteen opened for the event's 

participants. 

"Yooo. Is this the famous little mafia boss? I heard that your battle data yesterday was quite good. Is it 

just luck, or...?" 

The bosses weren't all wise and old. Many of them were also young and hot-blooded, especially if they 

created the force with their own hands. 

Facing Ainsley, who was so popular and influential when she was so young, many people would 

eventually be jealous of her strength and luck. 

When the first boss said those things to Ainsley, the people around him, especially those who disliked 

Ainsley, started to mock the baby without putting her in their eyes. 

"Hey, hey, what kind of damn luck. It's just a data error. There's no way their battle data is even better 

than the first-class forces." 

These bosses were at most second-class forces because first-class forces were only forces like the big 

guilds, the 7 sacred and 7 great families, the government, the Billios Family, and so on. 

Dskyla and the others came from an elite force, but at most, they were also second-class or third-class 

forces. 

As for people who weren't invited to this cleaning up event...the bosses here didn't even include them in 

the classification. 

They're not even worthy of being called a third-class force! 

The bosses continued to speak to each other but they still blocked Ainsley's path when she wanted to 

eat at the canteen. 



"Look here. This little baby's force is only a second or third-class level, right? I say maybe the staff 

mistook her team's battle data with the other teams." 

"Yes, yes. Her team members are not first-class forces either. The data really doesn't make sense." 

Ainsley watched these people talking as if she wasn't in front of them and suddenly felt that being adults 

didn't mean having a mature mind and personality. 

Alas...these clowns...what's the use of taunting her just because her team's battle data is better than 

theirs? 

Ainsley knew that this annual event was a secret place where the elite forces all around the Godlif 

country could fight openly through the battle data they obtained. 

The event allowed them to show off their might to other forces without fighting these forces. 

They used monsters and beasts as tools to measure their force's overall strength. 

But was it really okay for them to get mad at others just because others were better than them? 

Ridiculous. 

Ainsley didn't think that her battle data could compare to other elite teams but her team's battle data 

was ranked among the top 25, mainly because of the super low mortality rate. 

Should these idiots be jealous of her just because not many people died on her side? 

That's so cruel! 

Ainsley gritted her teeth and pondered whether to use her ability to teach these people a lesson when 

one of the bosses suddenly gave a suggestion. 

"Look, look, since none of us believed the battle data of this little brat, how about we make a bet?" 

The boss looked at Ainsley and smiled provocatively. 

"Little brat, none of us think that your team has such good battle data. Not to mention your force's 

contribution is the highest among your team members." 

Ainsley's force was counted as the highest contributor in the team because Ainsley alone protected so 

many lives. 

Then, her people either tamed or killed so many wild minutes and beasts. 

This means when the battle data was so good, it entered the top 25, everyone would focus on the top 

contributor in the team, which was Ainsley and her force. 

The boss who proposed a 'bet' didn't stop his words, just like that. 

He quickly made Ainsley unable to refuse by raising his voice, attracting other people's attention. 

"How about we make a bet? We can ask for a device to count the dead bodies of our target and use it to 

compare the result tomorrow?" 



Of course, only Ainsley's team could enter this so-called 'bet' because the bosses only wanted to 

challenge Ainsley. 

"Each of your force's members can equip a special watch, and then we can ask the staff later on to count 

only your force's result." 

Everyone already received this watch and wore it to make sure the staff and researcher could count the 

number of monsters or beasts that they killed. 

This was important in the aftermath of battle data, including the type of monsters and beasts they 

killed. 

The watch was high-tech and durable enough that it could scan the dead body in less than seconds, and 

it could even see whether the watch owner killed the target or not. 

The watch also had an SOS function, and it had various life-saving features, albeit limited. 

Because of this, when Ainsley became the 'guardian angel', she only saved people who had wasted all 

their life-saving features from their watch. 

And now, they would use this watch to do a competition! 

Chapter 972: "I Want Your Entertainment Company" 

The oldies called it a smartwatch, while the youngsters called it a terminal or light brain. 

This watch had long been used by many forces to secretly 'fight' during the annual cleaning up event. 

They usually fought by looking at the number of wild monsters and beasts they had killed. 

This method could be used on group battles and individual battles because the local staff also showed 

the ranking of individual 'contributions'. 

Usually, the top contributors, either the individual or the force, would receive unique rewards from the 

government. 

That's why these bosses proposed to do such a battle. 

The boss who proposed the bet rubbed his palms together, and he smirked at Ainsley. 

"How is it? We can check the data after your shift ends and compare it with ours." 

They just said that the battle data couldn't be trusted, but now they all chose to believe the battle data 

hadn't existed yet. 

Really ridiculous. 

Ainsley wondered how these bosses could be the leader of the Godlif country's top 1% elites. 

Maybe they had just inherited the throne a few months before the annual event, and their force could 

remain an elite all because of their previous leader? 

Could be! 



Otherwise, these bosses with such vicious yet idiotic minds couldn't possibly lead their elite forces. 

Ainsley actually thought of refusing the bet because it was just too childish. But thinking that there were 

a lot of people here who doubted her and disliked her... 

Maybe it was time to show her guild's real strength? It could be good to avoid 'blind' and mindless 

people offending her guild here and there. 

So, Ainsley nodded calmly. 

"Okay, I'll accept the bet, uncle. If I win, what do I get? And if I lose, what do I need to give?" 

When mentioning the betting chips, the three idiot bosses instantly took a mile after being given an 

inch. 

"Let's just use your inheritance stone as the bet. You shall give us a considerable number of inheritance 

stones if you lose this duel." 

It's obviously not a duel but one versus three, yet the shameless people said it was a duel. 

And then they even demanded the inheritance stone as the betting chip? 

Ainsley seriously thought that such brainless people couldn't exist in real life. Only novels would have it. 

But it turned out jealousy and egotism could turn people into such dumb beings.. 

Ainsley let out a sigh and spoke as if the three young bosses were donkeys. 

"Let's say my betting chips are inheritance stones. Your betting chip needs to have an equal value, right? 

So what kind of item has an equal value with the legendary inheritance stone?" 

Just because Ainsley had a whole mine of this stone, it didn't mean the stone was not that valuable. 

Because the Téssera alliance controlled the amount of stones that could be sold each month, this stone 

was still super valuable. 

After all, it was a legendary stone that people only knew existed in legends but not in reality. 

Now that the inheritance stone had surfaced in the Godlif country...one could imagine its value. 

Ainsley didn't believe that these people would have items or anything with an equal value to the 

inheritance stone. 

The three bosses looked at each other, and a trace of embarrassment flashed through their eyes. 

But they were essentially thick-skinned people, so it didn't matter even if they were embarrassed. 

"Well, how about you just directly ask us what you want if you win the bet?" 

That way, they didn't have to promise anything too valuable to Ainsley, considering the baby would pick 

whatever they had right now. 

Who would have thought that Ainsley was even more thick-skinned than them? 



She looked at one of three bosses who was a part of the entertainment industry full of ability users and 

grinned. 

"I want to recruit all the artists under your company, especially the charm ability users, to be my guild 

members." 

These artists didn't join the registration mainly because they were not allowed to become a part of the 

Irregular Tamer guild while still in the entertainment industry. 

Thus, Ainsley actually missed quite a lot of skilful ability users who knew how to use their charm abilities 

on a daily basis. 

The people working in the entertainment industry, especially those with charm abilities, were all 

proficient in using their abilities. 

After all, they had to use it all the time, whether on the stage, when recording, or anything. 

The boss who got mentioned instantly changed his face. 

"This...isn't this too much?" 

He was a part of the top 1% force because he reigned in the entertainment industry, and the family 

behind him had a military background. 

They actually got a lot of money and resources from the entertainment industry in Godlif country and 

across the globe. 

They used their artists to connect with other elites, and that's how their family became the top 1% force 

in the Godlif country. 

But Ainsley asked him to hand over all the artists in his company to her?? 

Especially those with charm abilities! 

Ainsley saw the man's ugly expression and innocently tilted her head. 

"Eh? It's not valuable enough? Then just hand over your entertainment company? I think I might need it 

in the future." 

Because Ainsley had also considered debuting as an idol to spread her influence faster than ever. 

If she also sneaked her people into the entertainment industry across the globe, wouldn't she have the 

biggest spy organization? 

And Ainsley believed that to spread her influence on other countries as well...she should start with being 

a star rather than suddenly going to build a new guild. 

Other countries might not want her to create a guild branch when they knew her roots were not in their 

country but in Godlif's country instead! 

Chapter 973: "Yazzie Entertainment" 

The big boss' face almost collapsed at Ainsley's cheeky words. 



She only asked for the artists first and then she asked for the whole company the next moment?! 

Hell no! 

"I'm sorry. The company in the entertainment industry is our lifeline, and we really can't give it up. How 

about you pick some artists to go to your side?" 

But he wouldn't let go of all the artists under his company, especially those who were liked by elites 

from other countries. 

This kind of artist was needed to maintain their family connections! 

Ainsley raised an eyebrow and snickered. 

"Big uncle, you're kidding, right? One inheritance stone can buy your whole entertainment company and 

the value of the connection and such." 

To trade an inheritance stone with just a few artists...what the hell? 

And these people weren't objects! 

How could this bastard treat his artists as if they were trading objects? 

"I'll just ask for one of your entertainment companies, and all the staff and artists signed to that 

company. Let's say, Yazzie Entertainment?" 

Yazzie Entertainment was in the top 3 biggest entertainment companies belonging to this boss, and it 

was in the top 10 best entertainment companies throughout the entire entertainment industry. 

Yazzie Entertainment was a rare entertainment company that didn't have too many unspoken rules but 

still thrived well compared to other companies. 

This company also had many connections to elite forces, not because the artists under the company 

were sold to the elites as prostitutes but because these artists had a good family background. 

They came from all over the countries and even had many foreign artists with elite family backgrounds. 

Most of them were those who were born as charm ability users or had useless ability users but still had 

their family supporting them to do other business. 

That's how they chose to enter the entertainment industry because most of the elite family members 

were usually handsome and beautiful. 

The genes are different. 

Ainsley was targeting this entertainment company because not only she would have connections 

abroad, but she could also include the artists to be members of her tamer guild. 

She wouldn't stop them from being stars if they wanted to, either offline stars or internet celebrities. 

They could become the Irregular Tamer Guild members while being stars. 

Their influence could bring the guild to another level! 



The big boss knew about Yazzie Entertainment and felt that the connections he had there were quite 

fragile because he couldn't really control the artists signed to that company. 

It was hard to control them because the artists had a good family background but it was also hard for 

the big boss to connect with the artists' families... 

Mainly because these artists were all arrogant. 

But they're very popular in the entertainment industry, starting from golden actors, idols, singers, 

producers, variety show celebrities, online celebrities, and so on. 

That's why the big boss still held onto Yazzie Entertainment...solely because of the money. 

But if it was to be compared to inheritance stones...it was really not that valuable. 

And he believed he could win the bet, anyway. 

Thus, the big boss readily agreed. 

"Okay, I agree. We can even sign the transfer document as proof of the bet." 

And Ainsley also prepared the inheritance stones as proof that she would follow the betting rules! 

The other two bosses also offered some items or resources to Ainsley. 

What she received was a huge land in other countries that she could use to build her guild branch in 

these countries. 

After the agreement, almost everyone who joined the cleaning up event knew about the bet and many 

people even participated to choose which side would win. 

Ainsley, or the three big bosses? 

Of course, the three big bosses' result wouldn't be combined to go against Ainsley's result, and it would 

be a four-man battle. 

Still, they only bet on either Ainsley's side or the trio's side. 

That night, when Jake heard the news, he came to Ainsley's temporary bedroom at his mansion and 

questioned her. 

"Are you sure you will win this bet, Ain? Those three are stupid but their battle data are all in the top 10, 

just like you." 

And their individual battle data rank entered the top 25. 

The three idiots were arrogant, but they weren't just all talk. 

This was why Jake became worried about his little daughter. 

How could the three bastards bully his daughter when he was sleeping?! 

Should he have started to boycott the three people, especially the one who had a lot of entertainment 

companies? 



After all, a lot of resources for their artists came from his Billios Corporation! 

Ainsley could see Jake's worries but she immediately patted his shoulder, reassuring her cute, silly 

father. 

"I'll be okay, dad. I think my battle data and my people's battle data tomorrow will be better than the 

first day." 

And so far, none of her people died on the first day of battle. Only some were gravely injured and 

couldn't continue to fight. 

But Jake was still worried, mainly because he heard that tomorrow's monsters and beasts would be way 

more difficult to handle than today. 

He hadn't fought yet and would fight in less than an hour, but he already knew that tonight's battle 

would be fiercer than the morning and afternoon battle. 

"Just...be careful, okay? I got insider news that there will be unique and dangerous monster or beasts 

around the main city gate tomorrow morning." 

But because the news wasn't verified yet, Jake could only tell it to Ainsley alone as precautions. 

"Make sure you minimize the death rate and kill as many beasts or monsters as possible. Even if they're 

only low-level ones, it's okay." 

The most important thing was to protect their lives! 

Chapter 974: "Giant Ice Mammoth" 

The bet between Ainsley and the trio actually depended on the number of beasts or monsters they 

killed and their level. 

Killing five low-level monsters was the same as killing one mid-level monster, and so on. 

But if the low-level monsters were all unique, it would contribute more points than just killing ordinary 

low-level monsters. 

That's why Jake hoped that Ainsley could choose her target carefully and didn't have to challenge the 

high-level beasts and monsters all by herself. 

Finding unique low-level and mid-level beasts or monsters was just fine! 

Oh, and taming the monsters or the beasts could contribute to the ranking released by the government 

in this event. 

It's just that after the battle, they had to report to the staff to show the monsters or the beasts they 

tamed. 

Usually, the beast and monster tamer guilds were the ones doing this trick, but now, the Irregular Tamer 

Guild also followed suit. 

Ainsley listened to Jake's precautions and couldn't help but feel warm. 



"Thank you, dad." The baby slowly hugged Jake's neck and put her small head on the young man's chest. 

This young man is young but he's really a good father so far. 

Seeing Ainsley acting like a spoiled child to him, Jake's face instantly flushed red from excitement. 

Ah, ah! His cute baby daughter is treating him like her father! Finally! 

While Jake was ecstatic, a certain small baby raptor who hadn't grown much couldn't help but share 

with the father and daughter not far from her cute little nest. 

Seeing Ainsley acting spoiled to Jake and Jake was even so happy, Aina suddenly felt like biting her step 

sister. 

This midget robbed her place! Only she could cuddle and snuggle to Jake, her dad! 

Ahh, ah, hooman, get away!! 

Aina growled and slapped her metallic tail to the floor, but because she was too small and quite far 

away, Ainsley didn't notice her. 

When Aina knew that Ainsley even slept in this bedroom that used to be her single bedroom...Aina 

almost spurted out blood. 

Like...what the hell? This is so unfair! Aina can't accept it! Aina wants to rebel! 

Unfortunately Aina had to follow Jake to the battlefield soon, and could only watch her father being 

robbed by her 'step-sister' from a different race. 

The next morning, as usual, Ainsley went to the city wall with her people and met her teammates. 

Dskyla, Thomas, Lescorpio and Scob had all heard of the bet thingy and all of them supported Ainsley. 

"Don't worry, Ain. We will lead the monsters and beasts for your people to kill. We won't take the last 

kill and will give them to you!" 

After all, Ainsley was so kind that she had already 'bribed' them with some small inheritance stones, and 

they felt that it was normal to repay her grace. 

The four people had informed their forces to give the last kill count to Ainsley's people so that she could 

win the bet. 

The forces didn't feel unfair or anything because they also knew that the irregular tamer guild members 

had been kind to them. 

When they wanted a certain monster or beast from the battlefield, these teammates would tame the 

monsters or beasts and sell them for a lower market price. 

They gave priorities to Dskyla and the others, instantly gaining the four forces' affection. 

Not to mention Dskyla's Valkyrie purchased a lot of flying insect-type monsters from the Irregular Tamer 

guild members yesterday. 

Now, they're all eager to help these tamers so that they can get preferential treatment too! 



Ainsley didn't think that her teammates would be so generous to help her with the last kill count just like 

that. 

The higher their contribution, the more items and rewards they could get from the government after 

this one-week battle ended. 

But her teammates didn't care about that and just wanted to help her to win the bet... 

So touching! 

Ainsley felt lucky to meet so many kind people in such a dirty world. 

"Thank you, everyone. I'll surely give you valuable items to compensate for your sacrifice!" 

The baby thanked her teammates one by one before checking the data and information of the upcoming 

beasts and monsters. 

The dawn shift members were still fighting, and the morning shift had fifteen minutes to do the 

transition. 

While her people were doing the shift transition, Ainsley was busy checking the official data that the 

staff renewed every single hour. 

From the pattern of the monsters and beasts a few hours ago, today's beasts had more gigantic body 

types than yesterday and the monsters were all types that could dig underground. 

And some of the beasts and monsters spotted a few hours ago were high-ranking ones. 

They have rare special abilities that might need more attention than the other lower-level beasts and 

monsters. 

Ainsley had seen many unique monsters and beasts yesterday, but the predicted high-level monsters 

and beasts she was about to face today were different. 

This...the beast was a giant mammoth, and surprisingly, it could summon a blizzard with strong 

destructive power plus negative buff to the target. 

The ability's active area was huge, and it could envelop the whole main city gate area. 

Not to mention that the beasts and monsters that came this morning were all cold-resistant which 

means the special blizzard actually gave them a positive buff instead. 

The suspected giant mammoth from the ice age hadn't arrived yet, but Ainsley could already feel the 

temperature drop by a few degrees! 

Ainsley Instantly reminded her people to wear more clothes and bring small heaters so they wouldn't 

freeze to death in this strange environment. 

It was still sunny and warm yesterday, but because of the bizarre beast, the environment changed. 

But this still wasn't the worst situation yet– 

There was another boss-level monster with a strange ability. 



Chapter 975: "Showing Off The Blood Wings Once More" 

This monster was a high-level monster in the shape of a gigantic frost butterfly. 

Yeah, it's a butterfly monster that had high-level cold resistance and had one more unique active ability. 

The butterfly could teleport monsters to enter the capital city's barrier. 

Ainsley didn't know if she would meet this monster here, but the dawn shift team reported such a 

monster appeared for a few minutes around the main city gate. 

And it almost wiped out the entire dawn shift's team! 

If not for the dawn shift's team assigned to the main city gate area having a large number of healers on 

their side, most of them would have died now. 

After all, the monsters who were previously outside of the barrier and were trying to break through the 

barrier suddenly entered the barrier. 

Some of the monsters were teleported to the city wall, catching everyone off guard. 

Even worse, some monsters were teleported straight to the outer city area right behind the city wall. 

Thankfully, in this 7-day emergency, all the outer city citizens had been relocated to enter the 

underground shelter. 

That's how the monsters and beasts didn't kill citizens, but they still damaged a lot of buildings and 

streets. 

Of course, the people who were in danger in the first place weren't the citizens but these elites who 

fought with these monsters. 

The frozen butterfly monster was a new species that the researcher and staff had just discovered this 

year. 

It only appeared in the sky for a few minutes, flapping its frozen wings full of snowflakes and then it 

created such huge damage. 

Compared to the big mammoth, this monster was obviously more dangerous. 

Ainsley couldn't help but gulp nervously for her people who were fighting the beasts and monsters from 

the city wall. 

If this butterfly monster suddenly appeared and then sent out some monsters to the city wall... 

Would her people die? 

Afraid that this would happen, Ainsley immediately reminded her teammates and her guild members to 

always stay alert, especially if they saw a huge 10-meter butterfly in the sky. 

Lescorpio, who took the frontline, also reminded his people about the special beasts and monsters 

spotted by the dawn shift's teams. 



Some of these special monsters and beasts had been killed, but apparently, the most dangerous one 

was still alive. 

And Ainsley believed that this monster and beast were still not the final bosses, maybe just a mini-boss. 

After Ainsley read the updated data and took extra precautions, it was already 7 o'clock sharp, and 

Ainsley instantly went out of the city wall to fight at the frontline. 

This time, she immediately let the Godfather possess her so that she could use her blood manipulation 

ability and her charm ability at the same time. 

[Uncle Godfather, I already can control some parts of my body when you possess me.] 

[So..leave the charm ability control to me, and uncle Godfather focus on using the blood manipulation 

ability, ] Ainsley added. 

Under the soft sunlight, her hair slowly turned dark green, and her blue pupils turned golden. 

Right after she said those things to the Godfather, the Godfather snapped his fingers, and a stream of 

red blood came out of the baby's little storage necklace. 

In no time, the red blood condensed and formed a pair of sharp wings that could fly but could also act as 

both weapons and a shield. 

Then, the Godfather replied to Ainsley's words while kicking the ground. 

[Got it. Leave things to this lord.] 

The Godfather flapped his blood wings and soared to the sky. 

His crimson wings made of condensed blood were really eye-catching under the sunlight. It looked as if 

it was made of countless sharp rubies. 

This wasn't the first time Ainsley's teammates saw Ainsley like this, but yesterday, she went to the 

frontline using the floating car. 

This time, she flew over using her blood wings, shocking everyone who was still standing at the city wall. 

"Oh wow, this is the first time I see the legendary shaman in action." 

"Yes, yes. The little boss should have been possessed by the Godfather, right? Her hair and eye color are 

no longer the same!" 

"Yes. I heard that the ability the little boss can use when she's a shaman is the Godfather's famous 

offensive ability– the blood manipulation." 

"I thought it was just a rumor...but it turned out to be true. Look at her crimson wings. That must be 

made of blood." 

"Yes. It proves her blood manipulation ability when she's in a shaman mode." 

"Yes, yes. So cool, ah! I heard that this ability is the best when used in a battlefield?" 



"Yep, because the Godfather's blood manipulation ability is so OP that he can control beasts and 

monsters' blood too." 

"Insane. No wonder he's such a legend..." 

The people standing at the city wall were all slightly distracted because of Ainsley's show of power. 

Even the Valkyrie also had to admire Ainsley's blood wings for a few seconds because this kind of OP 

ability was super rare. 

Usually, only people from the blood races, a.k.a the vampire or the blood-sucking creatures, had the 

innate ability to control blood. 

It was really rare to have this kind of ability as a human. 

That's why many people suspected that the Godfather wasn't a pure human at all. Maybe he was a half-

vampire or something. 

When Ainsley already soared to the sky, she subconsciously looked down and saw the entire main city 

gate area extending far enough to welcome so many travelers from afar. 

There was only one massive gate, but the city wall area was still counted as the 'main city gate' 

territorial. 

From this height, Ainsley could see the people standing at the city wall– every single one. 

Chapter 976: "The One Behind The Three Idiot Bosses" 

The city wall itself was actually made to be like the great China wall. 

One could run around and even placed heavy weapons over the wall because it was quite spacious. 

But it means mid-sized monsters could land there anytime and that would be super dangerous. 

If there were any big-sized monsters or beasts, one would wonder whether the wall would directly 

crumble or not. 

But from what Ainsley knew, this wall was obviously so strong that even if huge monsters and beasts fell 

on it, it wouldn't break apart. 

After making sure that her people were all busy taming monsters and beasts down there right outside of 

the barrier, Ainsley slightly relaxed. 

The barrier wasn't too far from the wall, only twenty meters or so. 

But it was just enough distance for her people to use their charm ability to tame the surrounding 

monsters or beasts. 

Now, it was Ainsley's turn to kill as many monsters and beasts as possible at the frontline. 

The front-liners were people outside of the barrier, and they needed the support of the air troops 

Valkyrie. 



After all, if they weren't protected, the flying-type beasts and monsters outside could kill Lescorpio's 

people from the sky. 

Passing by Lescorpio and the others' floating vehicles, the Godfather started to use the blood spilt all 

over the battlefield to kill the surrounding flying-type monsters or beasts. 

He would draw a massive amount of blood from everywhere, shape the blood drops into various 

weapons and then sweep the targets away in one huge blow. 

He rarely drained the target's blood until it lost all of its blood because this method was too slow and 

time-consuming. 

Thus, after drawing a massive amount of blood, he would just shape the blood droplets into various 

offensive skills and then aimed at the targets. 

In just ten minutes, countless flying-type monsters and beasts lost their lives. 

One by one, their huge bodies fell to the ground. 

Its weight coupled with the height, also crushed some beasts and monsters down there straight to 

death! 

The way the Godfather killed the targets would always make the targets bleed or straight up spurting 

out blood like a water fountain. 

Then, the targets' eyes would lose their luster, and soon, their bodies had no energy before falling to the 

ground. 

The corpse either became a meat patty or had missing limbs because it just fell from such a height. 

But hey, some of the flying-type monsters and beasts that the Godfather killed also died because the 

Godfather severed their heads. 

The brutal scenes coupled with the baby's outer appearance shocked everyone who watched her battle, 

especially Dskyla and Lescorpio's people. 

They watched the little baby with crystalized crimson wings spilling blood here and there, but not even a 

single drop touched her clothes or body. 

Her dark green hair fluttered in the air, and her golden eyes looked so cold that everyone felt a chill 

down their spines whenever their gazes collided. 

That's not Ainsley anymore. She's already the Godfather in a baby shell. 

The Godfather obviously didn't know how these people's minds just broke down after seeing how he 

massacred these monsters and beasts. 

Even Ainsley was busy controlling a part of her body to use charm ability whenever she found monsters 

and beasts with unique abilities. 

The two people in one body had a good tacit understanding. 

Whenever Ainsley favored a monster or a beast, the Godfather wouldn't kill it. 



Ainsley didn't need to tell the Godfather beforehand which target she would like to tame for personal 

use, and the Godfather could see from his hand's movement. 

Ainsley's hand moved on its own when the Godfather was still in control because Ainsley herself 

controlled her body to charm some monsters and beasts. 

The Godfather was sensitive enough to notice these small movements, and that's how he could 

cooperate with Ainsley seamlessly. 

Ainsley and the Godfather fought for one full hour before they retreated to the rear to wait for the mini 

bosses to come out. 

So far, they hadn't seen the two monsters and beasts that would be their final boss today. 

Ainsley didn't want to waste her energy when she didn't meet the important bosses yet. 

The same goes for her teammates. 

Dskyla, Thomas, Scob and even Lescorpio frequently went back to the rear to take a break just to 

replenish their energy. 

This way, whenever the unique monster and the beast came out, they were ready to fight the two of 

them. 

Of course, it would be better if the monster and the beast only came up when it was the afternoon shift 

to fight. 

While Ainsley and the others were busy resting and killing as many beasts or monsters as possible, the 

three bosses who made a bet with her surprisingly contacted a certain someone. 

Only the boss who owned the entertainment company contacted someone, but he's the representative 

of the three bosses. 

"...hello? Yes, yes. I've done the bet,, and she agreed to use inheritance stones as the betting chip..." 

The person on the other side of the phone paused before replying to the boss with a slightly excited 

tone of voice. 

"Good, good, good. If you win the bet, you can get half of the inheritance stones that the brat gives you, 

and I'll also give you what I promised you before." 

It turned out the three bosses didn't just approach Ainsley to mock her out of the blue and instigated 

her to make a bet because they were jealous or stupid. 

It turned out because someone asked them to do that with a plan in mind! 

And if someone heard the voice of the person who called the three bosses, they would undoubtedly say 

that this person... 

It's very familiar. 

Even Ainsley would instantly know who this person is! 



Chapter 977: "The Mini-Bosses Are Here" 

The three bosses obviously knew who called them and that's why they were quite happy to do things 

that this person asked them. 

Anyway, if they won the bet they would get some inheritance stones and even if they failed the bet, the 

person told them that he would reimburse their losses. 

And for the boss who bet using his entertainment company.. 

Since what he needed was a wide connection with elites, this person was already more than enough to 

provide him with elite connections. 

Because he's the head of the best family among the 7 sacred families– the head of the Aretha Family, 

Michael! 

Yes. Michael had been eyeing Ainsley's inheritance stones but he couldn't do anything to get it. 

Not even through normal purchases. 

Ainsley and her Téssera Alliance blacklisted him and the entire 7 sacred families from buying the 

inheritance stones. 

Whoever were caught reselling the stones to them would be blacklisted as well. 

Usually, the black market could solve this problem because everyone was mysterious there and Ainsley 

couldn't possibly blacklist the black market and everyone involved. 

But the black market surprisingly didn't risk anything and obeyed what the Téssera Alliance wanted. 

They didn't sell any inheritance stones to the 7 sacred families! 

Although Michael had a connection with the black market and the hunter group and knew about the 

transmigrator's existence, it didn't mean the black market was his ally. 

The black market was owned by a few elite forces including a group of mysterious organizations, and the 

hunters were formed here. 

But it didn't mean they would always obey what the hunter organization wanted, especially when 

Ainsley opened a back door for the black market to access some inheritance stones from her alliance. 

Because of this, the black market also included Ainsley and her alliance on the list of VIP customers and 

sellers. 

That's how they didn't let anyone sell the inheritance stones to the 7 sacred families through the black 

market. 

The black market was spread everywhere, but they had good networking abilities. 

They also could contact each other pretty fast and that means, all black markets, even those abroad, had 

blacklisted the 7 sacred families from buying inheritance stones. 

If they wanted to buy other items, it was okay. But if they wanted to buy inheritance stones... 



They couldn't. 

And that's the core reason why Michael had to use such a roundabout method to get some inheritance 

stones from Ainsley! 

Anyway, even if these bosses got caught giving their inheritance stones to the 7 sacred families, they 

didn't really suffer because they already got some too. 

After all, not all forces wanted to be a part of this golden business. 

A lot of them just wanted to obtain suitable inheritance stones for their private uses. 

The Aretha Family wanted to join the inheritance stone's business at first. 

But in the end, all they wanted was to get some inheritance stones to make sure their family could 

continue producing good heirs even after Raphael's era. 

After Michael contacted the three bosses, he didn't forget to ask about the current condition and how 

they would win. 

"Are you sure that brat and her teammates will lose the bet?" 

The entertainment company's boss nodded vigorously. 

"I'm sure, sir. I got some insider news that a mini-boss will appear in their patrol area." 

When the mini-boss appeared, they would focus on battling that boss, and their body count would drop 

fast, not as good as before. 

The bosses also thought that if Ainsley was lucky enough to kill the mini-boss, she would instantly win 

the bet. 

But they didn't believe that she could do that. 

Even the dawn team, which was stronger than Ainsley's morning shift team, failed to kill the monster 

and the beast. 

They didn't even manage to wound the two mini-bosses! 

On the other hand, that team suffered greatly, and that's why the staff paid more attention to the main 

city gate area. 

If Ainsley's team failed to fight it too, the staff would invite other team's bosses to help them eliminate 

this hidden threat. 

Every other area was also under attack by unique mini-bosses, but the one at Ainsley's place was by far 

the most dangerous one. 

But that's why she was assigned to the main city gate, mainly because they knew that the baby had the 

Godfather spirit with her. 

They believed that the Godfather would be able to fight that unique monster and beast! 

Time passed by just like that, and it was already near lunchtime. 



It was eleven o'clock sharp, and the sun had already shone over everyone's heads. 

It was still spring and it wasn't even summer yet, but in such a place where there were almost no tall 

trees to block the light, the temperature rose quickly. 

Everyone had sweat, and weak ones would even get heatstroke here. 

To be honest, the two ice-based beasts and monsters couldn't come out now when the temperature 

was so high. 

It was just illogical, and the environment would really be bad for the monster and the beast, right? 

It was still understandable when they came out at dawn. 

The temperature around dawn was usually low, and if they created a blizzard, it was such a good tactic. 

But appearing now...should be impossible. 

But Ainsley didn't think that the monster and the beast were actually way more powerful than she 

thought. 

The mammoth's thick fur wasn't only cold-resistant but also heat-resistant. 

When everyone lowered their guards thinking that on such a hot day, the duo monster and beast 

wouldn't come out.... 

They came out. 

At first, the dust over the horizon suddenly thickened, and everyone could feel the wall and the ground 

trembling. 

DUM. DUM. DUM. 

It was the sound of heavy footsteps. 

Chapter 978: "The Enemy's Display Of Strength" 

The sound of something heavy striking the ground could be heard over the horizon and with each noise, 

the ground trembled hard. 

Such an impact...whoever came over the horizon should be gigantic and heavy. Like– super heavy! 

Ainsley was drinking water when the water in the glass suddenly swayed for no reason when she was 

already about to put down the glass. 

Ainsley looked at this and only thought that her movement swayed the water. 

But after she put down the glass on the table on the wall, the whole glass suddenly trembled, and the 

water also swayed slightly. 

From this distance, it was hard to hear the heavy noise, and the tremble was also still very weak. 

But Ainsley was sensitive, and when she saw this strange phenomenon, she instantly asked the 

Godfather. 



[Uncle Godfather, can you check the monsters and beasts around our patrol area, please? See if there 

are any unusual beasts and monsters...] 

The Godfather had nothing to do so he immediately agreed to Ainsley's request. 

[Wait for five minutes, and this lord will be back soon.] 

After saying that, the Godfather floated away, and soon, he was nowhere to be seen. 

But while the Godfather was away, the tremble became even more noticeable. 

Even some people had noticed that the ground seemed to be shaking hard every so often. 

Those who were fighting at the front line was the first to notice the anomaly– 

Even when they weren't touching the ground because they were either using flying-type monsters and 

beasts or floating vehicles. 

Lescorpio was one of the people fighting on the frontline, and he noticed the surrounding monsters or 

beasts suddenly acted strangely. 

They looked restless for no reason, and their attack became even more ferocious than before. 

But some of the higher-level ones suddenly retreated from the frontline and went back as if wanting to 

pick up their bosses. 

This phenomenon made Lescorpio and his team aware that maybe, just maybe... 

The mini-bosses had arrived. 

Right after they felt that way, the surrounding temperature suddenly dropped by a few degrees and the 

intelligent AI in their vehicle reminded them of this sharp change. 

[Warning. Warning. The temperature outside has dropped by a few degrees, and it continues to fall so 

fast.] 

[I suggest the master go back to the rear because this area will soon experience a harsh environment, 

and it's not suitable for combat.] 

The low-level monsters and beasts outside were also affected, and some of them who didn't have cold-

resistant talent either slowed down or groaned in pain. 

The rest of the monsters and beasts with cold-resistant attributes became even more energetic and 

started to bombard their team's floating vehicles! 

Noticing the anomaly, Lescorpio didn't hesitate to ask all his people to return to the rear. 

"All members retreat! Retreat! NOW!!" 

If he wasn't mistaken...the strange change that just happened should be because of the mini-bosses' 

arrival at the battlefield. 

Maybe they weren't too far from their places? 



Thankfully, because Lescorpio was quick to act, his people managed to return to the city wall in just less 

than 15 minutes. 

Coincidentally, the moment they decided to return, some people who were at the very front noticed the 

giant mammoth and the frozen butterfly silhouette hidden behind the white fog. 

From the silhouette alone, they could see the size of these gigantic things and all the people who saw 

this were frightened to death. 

They had seen many monsters and beasts, but this was the first time they had seen a monster or a beast 

that was so big they could only see its legs behind the white fog. 

As for the butterfly...they could only see its huge wings... 

Once the two enemies started to come closer to the city wall, they finally let out a long and startling 

noise as a provocation to all people at the city wall. 

"GROOOOOO..." 

The giant ice mammoth let out a deep and long noise as it moved its four thick legs, causing some beasts 

and monsters around to die under its feet. 

The butterfly didn't say anything but the wind created by it flapping its wings sounded like a shrill 

woman's cry, especially eerie in the middle of the cold white fog. 

Then, when all of Lescorpio's people had arrived at the city wall, the Godfather had long come back and 

reported to Ainsley. 

[This lord saw a butterfly monster and a giant mammoth. They're here! And the blizzard will come 

anytime soon!] 

The moment Ainsley verified her doubts, she immediately warned everyone on the wall. 

She used the watchtower's loudspeaker to convey her message throughout the main city gate's area. 

"Mayday, mayday. The frozen butterfly and the giant ice mammoth are here! Immediately wear more 

clothes to prevent frostbites and stay alert!" 

Everyone already knew about these two bosses and knew what they could do. 

Once Ainsley's milky voice sounded throughout the sky and the city wall, all the morning shift members 

instantly stayed alert. 

Those outside of the barrier came back to the city wall, and those in charge of maintaining the barrier 

immediately strengthened the barrier. 

Then, everyone prepared themselves to face the cold environment and Thomas's people even prepared 

machines to get rid of blizzards and such. 

This way, their sight wouldn't be blocked by the thick blizzard later on, and all of them would still be 

warm and safe at the city wall. 



Everyone waited for the two huge targets to arrive at their attack range while listening to the loud 

banging noises and the shrill cry of the wind. 

The wall kept vibrating, everyone swayed one way or another, and the temperature had gone below ten 

Celsius degrees in just a few minutes. 

One could see how strong the enemy was! 

Chapter 979: "Ice Crystal Mammoth" 

Soon, the temperature would touch zero degrees and then it would be minus. 

When that time came, the battle would be even more dangerous for the humans. 

SHAA…. 

The cold white fog created from the two creatures' ice-element abilities slowly enveloped the whole 

battlefield, limiting everyone's view. 

All they could see was the vast white and the occasional monsters or beasts banging their bodies to the 

barrier. 

Dskyla's Valkyrie team had long landed on the wall and didn't set off because this kind of bad weather 

and the white fog would be too dangerous for them. 

The fog was abnormal because it acted as a tall wall that could even hinder those who were flying in the 

sky. 

The flying-type monsters and beasts also slowed down or flew higher to avoid the white fog obstructing 

their eyesight. 

Strangely, the two bosses behind the white fog seemed to be unaffected by the white fog and could still 

see everything behind the fog. 

When the distance was close enough, a pair of icy blue eyes suddenly appeared inside the white fog and 

the pair of huge round eyes stared straight at the humans on top of the wall. 

Countless ability users instantly felt this malicious gaze, and they all felt a chill down their spines. 

The sudden gaze sent everyone to a state of 'fear', and the stronger ability users instantly felt that the 

beast had just launched their first attack. 

"Everyone, the beast is using the 'Fear' attribute! Bite your tongue or something to get rid of the buff!" 

No one knew that the mammoth was such a strange beast that it could even give other people a fear 

buff, making the targets freeze on the spot and unable to move. 

Oh, the beast had just stunned them! Fck! 

Ainsley was too short and small, but that's exactly why she didn't see the mammoth's icy blue eyes at all. 

She only felt that a huge being suddenly stared at them, and she instantly got goosebumps. 

From the eye position of this huge being, everyone could more or less predict the mammoth's height. 



Strangely, the gaze came straight to them, not from above or below. 

It means...the mammoth was at least as tall as their city wall? 

But their city wall was as tall as the wall in the Attack of Titan anime! 

Ainsley couldn't imagine just how tall the mammoth was. 

All she knew was that it was way bigger than the usual mammoth she knew from picture books and 

such. 

Compared to the frozen butterfly, the mammoth was way bigger than the butterfly and the butterfly 

looked like its head accessory when the butterfly's wingspan could reach 20 meters long in total! 

Not to mention that the butterfly's height itself was huge, but flying around the mammoth, it only 

looked like a child playing around with their father. 

All beings would subconsciously fear gigantic things, and Ainsley wasn't an exception. 

Seeing such a behemoth right outside of the city barrier, she almost fainted. 

Just how did the dawn team face this mammoth? Especially when it was dark at dawn. 

It must have been scarier than now! 

What Ainsley didn't know is that the barrier almost broke this morning. If not for the dawn team asking 

for reinforcement, the monsters and beasts would have long entered the broken barrier. 

And this mammoth wasn't the only dangerous factor. That butterfly next to it was also super dangerous. 

From this distance, the group could finally see the appearance of the two monsters hiding behind the 

white fog. 

The white fog had long dissipated and revealed the two giants behind it. 

The first one Ainsley noticed was the giant mammoth. 

This was the first time she saw a mammoth with her own two eyes, but how come this mammoth didn't 

look like the one in storybooks? 

Usually, mammoths had brown fur and white tusks. It was like an enlarged version of an elephant with 

thicker fur and longer tusks. 

But the giant ice mammoth obviously didn't look like your ordinary mammoth. 

Its entire body was covered with thick white fur, not brown at all. There were hints of hardened blue fur 

around the white fur, creating a beautiful pattern. 

But it actually looked like a mermaid scale and on the mammoth's body, it looked as if it was wearing 

armor. 

Then, the mammoth's long trunk was dark gray, and large blue ice cubes covered the entire trunk, 

making it durable yet agile. 



This is another weird natural 'armor'. 

Then, the thing that was the most different compared to a normal mammoth was its tusks! 

The tusks were made of crystals and the size was so big that it could pierce through the barrier or the 

city wall. 

This kind of risk is so scary, okay? Ainsley had never seen anything like this before. 

Because the mammoth had crystal tusks, it was also named as the giant ice crystal mammoth. 

People usually called it the ice crystal mammoth. 

The mammoth beast not only had weird body parts, but it also had a weird buff or something. 

Whenever it walked, the ground would be covered with ice, and whenever it moved its body part, there 

would be snow or ice cubes falling from its body. 

This beast looked as if it came out right from a certain RPG game. 

Really unique. 

Even its roar also had annoying negative impacts on the ability users, not to mention its gaze. 

Ah, ah...is this really not the final boss? This monster just came out on the second day, not even on the 

last few days! 

Ainsley seriously thought whether this year's cleaning up event would refer to cleaning up the monsters 

and beasts or cleaning up human beings... 

Chapter 980: "The Mammoth's First Attack" 

Most people paid attention to the ice crystal mammoth just like Ainsley, but the Godfather paid 

attention to the frozen butterfly instead. 

He's obviously a spirit and wouldn't fear living beings but he actually felt more danger from the frozen 

butterfly! 

Does the frozen butterfly really only have one active ability, which is teleporting other monsters or 

beasts to its target place? 

How come the Godfather didn't think the butterfly was that simple? 

It seemed that...its intelligence was also high despite being a monster! 

Actually, just judging from its appearance, people could barely associate the butterfly with the usual 

insect-type monsters. 

Monsters were all hideous and had this 'monster trait', really distinguishable from beasts who generally 

had better appearances despite having mixed blood and such. 

But this frozen butterfly looked so beautiful that people would mistake it for an insect-type beast. 



Strangely, no matter how beautiful it was, the Godfather could feel the 'evil aura' of this butterfly, and it 

was much thicker than the mammoth! 

Monsters were born from normal animals that got contaminated with abyss miasma, but some 

researchers had a theory that monsters could be taken from demons too. 

Demons who wanted to get out of the abyss and roam the land under the sun couldn't take upon their 

demonic form and had to be monsters to be able to get out. 

It was no wonder a lot of monsters came out of the dimensional holes, and these holes usually came 

from the Abyss Continent that no one could see because it was sealed. 

Because of this, a lot of experts said that to distinguish beasts and monsters, one should feel their 'evil 

aura'. 

Monsters were suspected to be demons who sacrificed their intelligence and previous racial form to be 

free from the seal. 

But their evil aura was still there. Hence, monsters had thicker evil aura than beasts. 

It was also said that higher-level monsters had higher intelligence because the demons that became 

these monsters were also high-level demons. 

Which means they had a thicker evil aura and stronger power. 

The frozen butterfly was exactly like this. 

The Godfather could feel the thick bloodlust and evil aura from the seemingly quiet and beautiful frozen 

butterfly. 

If his instinct was right, this butterfly should be hiding a more dangerous ability than just teleporting 

random beasts and monsters. 

A pity, everyone's attention was on the giant ice crystal mammoth. 

Even Ainsley was nervous as she waited for the mammoth to make a move. 

No one wanted to provoke this giant before it did anything to them. 

What if they provoked the mammoth, and it went berserk? 

That wouldn't be good at all. 

However, the giant mammoth didn't do anything even after a few minutes. 

On the other hand, the lower-level beasts were agitated and started attacking the city wall even harder 

than before. 

This instantly increased everyone's burden and forced them to focus on the other beasts instead of the 

mammoth. 

Because of this, only the five bosses in the team had time to pay attention to the two mini-bosses. 

"Little Ain. Do you think we should call for more reinforcement? Mainly to fight the two mini-bosses." 



Dskyla was the first one to ask Ainsley with a grim face. 

Her force was an air force, but because of the heavy blizzard and the dangerous environment created by 

this mammoth, her force became useless. 

Her Valkyrie troops had to fight without flying, and this made many wild flying-type beasts and monsters 

attack the barrier from the sky. 

Under such a bombardment, even Dskyla didn't think they could hold on. 

"Go. We have to ask for reinforcement if we don't want our people to be massacred." 

Ainsley's face was also pale as she looked at her guild members, who were still fighting the other beasts 

and monsters. 

The annoying blizzard buff made it difficult for her people to tame any monster or beast to use them to 

fight each other. 

Not to mention that a lot of fire-type ability users had tried to extinguish the blizzard but to no avail. 

The blizzard was not a natural disaster, and it was a part of a beast's special ability. 

This one ability was so strong that other fire-type ability users were helpless! 

They needed a unique fire type to be able to extinguish the blizzard, but so far, no one among them had 

a special enough fire to face the blizzard. 

After Ainsley told the others to call the reinforcement, everyone felt a bit secure, thinking that with 

more reinforcement, their lives would be safe. 

Who knows that fifteen minutes after the two mini-bosses appeared, the mammoth who had been 

silent all this time suddenly moved its trunk! 

It happened so suddenly without any warning. 

The mammoth didn't then roar to show its power or anything and just silently swung its trunk over the 

barrier! 

One huge swing and the sound of the barrier cracking sounded throughout the battlefield. 

CRACK! 

Everyone could see a huge crack in the air, right in front of the top of the city wall. 

The huge crack resembled a broken screen that would shatter to pieces with just one more hit. 

The barrier ability users and those who paid attention to the city barrier machine were the ones who got 

affected the most. 

"UGH!" 

"AH!" 



The moment the barrier cracked, the barrier ability users spurted out blood while those in charge of the 

barrier machine felt the machine tremble so hard that they got thrown out too. 

The shockwave was too much to handle until these people in charge of the machine hit the city wall 

behind them and almost died! 

Ainsley and the others were instantly alarmed. 

They're under attack! The mammoth finally attacked them! 

 


